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to build civilian airliners, such as Tupolev’s: the
jet-powered Tu-104 and Tu-114, with enough
range to cover the vast distances of the Soviet
heartland.
From the 1960s until the 1980s, Soviet stateowned civil aircraft ﬂew to 3,600 cities in the
USSR and to 84 foreign countries. The Soviet
airline Aeroﬂot, founded in 1932, had a monopoly on Soviet international air transportation.
In the 1990s Russian aircraft were in crisis:
passenger turnover declined by 300 per cent,
half of Soviet airports ceased to operate,
factories lacked orders, and airlines desperate
for new planes had no means to purchase them.
As a result of spontaneous privatization, only 25
per cent of aircraft companies remained under
state ownership. In the 2000s the urgent objective of the existent 200 Russian airlines is to
update the pool of old aircraft manufactured in
the 1960s until the 1980s with new planes that
meet stringent international noise and emission
requirements. Though unable to export civil
planes, Russia makes substantial proﬁts on
military aircraft export to developing countries,
particularly India and China.
See also: defence industry
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avos/avoska
Avos means ‘perhaps’, ‘it may happen’; ‘na avos’
means ‘just in case’, ‘in case something comes
up’. The avoska is a woven string bag (setka or
setochka [‘net’]), small enough to fold into a purse
or pocket but large enough to contain several
kilos of produce. People in the Soviet Union
routinely carried these bags in case stores or
street stalls unexpectedly offered something
desirable for sale. Plastic bags (pakety) are now
available in most Russian stores; although they
usually cost a small amount, they are increasingly replacing the traditional bag or container
shoppers used to supply themselves.
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avtoritet
The standard meaning of avtoritet (an authority)
is a person or thing (such as a source of information) that is universally accepted or inﬂuential.
In prison camp slang, avtoritet is either an inmate
respected by the other prisoners or a third party
asked to mediate between two ﬁghting gangs. In
the post-Soviet period, it has acquired the
meaning of a crime boss.
See also: crime; prison system, Soviet and postSoviet; slang
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awards, cultural, post-Soviet
Since 1992, the State Prize of the Russian Federation (Gosudarstvennaia premiia Rossiiskoi Federatsii)
has been awarded for achievements in science,
technology, literature, and the arts, succeeding
the analogous prize awarded by the Soviet government in preceding decades. With the awarding of the 2004 State Prizes, presented to their
recipients by President Vladimir Putin on
Russia Day, 12 June 2005, the number of those
honoured sharply decreased and the amount of
the award substantially increased to 250,000
rubles. The collapse of state control over
Russian culture in the post-Soviet period has

